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11 ABSTRACT: Nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) is the major self-regulatory
12 mechanism of green plant, performed on a molecular level to protect them from an
13 overexcitation during the direct sunlight. It is believed that NPQ becomes available due to
14 conformational dynamics of the light-harvesting photosynthetic complexes and involves a
15 direct participation of carotenoids. In this work, we perform a single-molecule microscopy
16 on major light-harvesting complexes (LHCII) from different Arabidopsis thaliana mutants
17 exhibiting various carotenoid composition. We show how the distinct carotenoids affect the
18 dynamics of the conformational switching between multiple coexisting light-emitting states
19 of LHCII and demonstrate that properties of the quenched conformation are not
20 influenced by the particular carotenoids available in LHCII. We also discuss the possible
21 origin of different conformational states and relate them to the fluorescence decay kinetics
22 observed during the bulk measurements.

23 The importance of photosynthesis and its role in the Earth’s
24 ecosystem is difficult to overestimate: it is the key
25 physiological process performed by green plants, algae, and
26 some bacteria that is responsible for the initial step of biomass
27 production and refilling the atmosphere with oxygen. To
28 efficiently perform this task, distinct photosynthetic organisms
29 have developed various photosynthetic apparatuses different in
30 structure but similar in design. Their “photosynthetic factories”
31 comprise a huge number of pigment molecules, usually bound
32 to a protein scaffold and distributed over a photosynthetic
33 membrane.1,2 Both the mutual arrangement of the pigments
34 and their spectroscopic properties have been carefully adjusted
35 by Nature to optimize an overall efficiency of the photo-
36 synthetic light-harvesting antenna: up to 99% of the absorbed
37 photons are successfully utilized during the later stages of
38 photosynthesis.1−4 While such an efficiency helps photo-
39 synthetic organisms to survive and to function at very low
40 illumination conditions (like underwater environment or deep
41 continuous shadow), bright sunlight might result in an
42 overexcitation of the light-harvesting antenna and lead to the
43 formation of highly reactive singlet oxygen species. In order to
44 avoid any possible photodamage, over ages of evolution, plants
45 have developed various self-regulatory mechanisms. The most
46 efficient one, operating on a molecular level and dissipating the
47 excess excitation as heat, reversibly forms and relaxes within
48 several seconds to minutes and is commonly known as an
49 energy-dependent (qE) part of nonphotochemical quenching

50(NPQ).5 Many studies aiming to reveal the molecular origin of
51NPQ have been carried out over the last two decades (see, e.g.,
52the recent review by Ruban et al.5), but the final answer is still
53to be found, although more evidence for the direct involvement
54of the carotenoid (Car) molecules appears.6−11

55The larger part of the photosynthetic antenna of plants is
56built from the trimeric major light-harvesting complexes
57(LHCIIs) that bind more than 50% of all the terrestrial
58chlorophyll (Chl) molecules.1 These complexes, however, are
59known not only for the efficient light harvesting, but also for
60participation in various regulatory processes. First, depending
61on the spectral composition of the incoming light, LHCII
62trimers can diffuse through the thylakoid membrane between
63different photosynthetic units to optimize their relative
64absorption cross sections.12 Besides that, LHCII complexes
65participate in the dynamic variation of the antenna size during
66high light conditions13 and are also supposed to be the most
67probable location for the NPQ traps.5

68The crystal structure of the LHCII complexes, known with a
69sub-3 Å resolution,14 reveals the mutual arrangement of 8 Chl a
70and 6 Chl b molecules as well as 4 Car pigments: 2 luteins
71(Lut), 1 neoxanthin (Neo), and 1 xanthophyll cycle carotenoid
72 f1(either violaxanthin (Vio) or zeaxanthin (Zea)) per each
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f1 73 monomeric subunit (see Figure 1a for schematic view). Neo,
74 the most polar and asymmetric of these Cars, is found on a Chl

75 b-rich peripheral side of LHCII. The xanthophyll cycle Car is
76 located at the interface between the two monomeric subunits of
77 the LHCII trimer. Exposure to high light results in a reversible
78 de-epoxidation of Vio into Zea, which promotes the clustering
79 of the LHCII complexes, leading to a more efficient excitation
80 energy quenching.5 Finally, the remaining two Cars, luteins, are
81 arranged in a cross pattern and assist in holding the LHCII
82 complex together.14 This Car is also known to be responsible
83 for the trimerization of LHCII;15 therefore lutein-deficient
84 plants are able to form only monomeric light-harvesting
85 complexes.16 Moreover, one of these luteins, namely Lut1, is
86 located close to the so-called chlorophyll terminal emitter the
87 cluster of 3 Chl molecules of the lowest site energies, which
88 makes it a favorable candidate to govern NPQ.8

89 To study the role of each carotenoid in light harvesting and
90 self-regulation, the targeted mutagenesis of various photo-
91 synthetic antenna complexes has been widely applied.6,16−22 By
92 blocking the specific paths of Car biosynthesis, LHCIIs with
93 different xanthophyll composition can be obtained, causing
94 specific structural variations that affect the overall excitation
95 energy dynamics in the light-harvesting antenna.16 In this work,
96 we utilize the methods of single molecule (SM) microscopy to

97examine fluorescence (FL) intensity fluctuations in single
98monomeric LHCII subunits from the lutein-deficient Arabi-
99dopsis thaliana mutants. In particular, we study the double
100mutant npq1lut2,17 which is incapable of synthesizing either Zea
101or Lut and therefore accumulates only Vio and Neo, and the
102triple mutants aba4npq1lut220 and npq2lut2,23 accumulating
103Vio and Zea, respectively, as the only carotenoid. The Car
104 t1composition of these mutants is also summarized in Table 1.
105For reference, isolated trimeric LHCII complexes from
106unaffected wild-type (WT) Arabidopsis thaliana were also
107analyzed.

108Fluorescence decay kinetics in the mentioned bulk
109solubilized LHCII samples, measured with a streak-camera at
110273 K temperature, are shown in Figure 1b. Those in all
111mutants clearly demonstrate somewhat faster decay behavior
112compared to the WT species. Thus, replacement of the lutein
113pigments by the xanthophyll cycle carotenoid (either Vio or
114Zea) possibly opens some additional weak channel for
115excitation quenching, not available in wild-type LHCIIs. Since
116Neo is located in the Chl b-rich region of the LHCII monomer
117(cf. Figure 1a), its replacement by the Vio pigment in the
118aba4npq1lut2 mutant does not influence the mean relaxation
119rate of the Chls a (mean excitation lifetimes in the npq1lut2 and
120aba4npq1lut2 mutants are 3.3 and 3.2 ns, respectively).
121Meanwhile, npq2lut2 mutant, incapable of synthesizing any
122carotenoid except Zea, shows huge qualitative difference in the
123fluorescence decay kinetics, clearly exhibiting a strongly
124biexponential decay behavior contrary to all three of the
125other samples, demonstrating almost single-exponential decay
126(see Table S1 for lifetimes and their amplitudes). The
127appearance of the additional fast decay component of 0.8 ns
128strongly suggests that a new conformational state of the protein
129scaffold, notably enhancing excitation quenching, becomes
130available in this mutant. To perform further analysis of the
131intrinsic conformational states and their dynamics, we
132continued with SM microscopy measurements of single
133LHCII complexes, immobilized on the PLL modified glass
134coverslips in detergent micelles.
135For our measurements, we used total internal reflection
136(TIR) objective-based microscope setup equipped with the
137EM-CCD camera working at 30 ms integration time and 635
138nm laser excitation.24 This method allowed us to subject LHCII
139complexes to the continuous <1 W/cm2 illumination, which is
140considerably lower than typical intensities utilized in confocal
141microscopy,25−30 thus we completely avoid any singlet singlet
142and singlet triplet annihilation (taking into account the
143absorption cross-section of an LHCII trimer of σ = 1.4 ×
14410−15 cm2,31 the probability of simultaneous generation of two
145singlet excited states is negligible, and the probability of
146accumulating a triplet state32 is less than 1%). Nevertheless,
147such low illumination conditions are quite close to the mean
148natural solar radiation hitting the Earth surface during a sunny
149day. In addition, by using TIR microscopy, we excite only a

Figure 1. (a) Crystal structure of LHCII monomer and carotenoid
binding sites (Lut1, Lut2, Vio, and Neo/Zea).14 Chls a are indicated
with green, Chls b with blue, both luteins with dark yellow, Vio with
magenta, Neo with orange, and protein helices with gray. (b)
Fluorescence decay kinetics in the detergent-solubilized LHCII
complexes from WT Arabidopsis as well as npq1lut2 (containing Vio
and Neo carotenoids), aba4 npq1lut2 (binding Vio as the only Car),
and npq2lut2 (binding Zea as the only Car) mutants, measured at 273
K.

Table 1. Carotenoid Composition in the LHCII Samples
Studied in This Work

sample bound carotenoids

WT Lut, Vio, and Neo
npq1lut2 Vio and Neo
aba4npq1lut2 Vio
npq2lut2 Zea
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150 small distance (∼15 nm) perpendicular to the glass coverslip,
151 which gives negligible background signal and enables much
152 better signal-to-noise ratio than confocal microscopy. Since the
153 signal from all the LHCII complexes is monitored mostly
154 simultaneously, the whole measurement takes less time and
155 guarantees that all of the measured complexes were exposed to
156 very similar conditions. And finally, TIR setup is equipped with
157 an EM-CCD camera, which has very high detection sensitivity
158 (quantum efficiency about 80% in the region of LHCII
159 emission), low noise, and excellent detection stability.
160 The acquired fluorescence signal coming from the single
161 LHCII complexes exhibited a well-known blinking behav-
162 ior,25−30 when FL intensity switches quickly and reversibly
163 between several stable emission levels as a result of the

f2 164 conformational variations of the protein scaffold33 (see Figure
f2 165 2a for the FL intensity fluctuations in two distinct wild-type

166 LHCII trimers). Such time traces of the fluorescence intensity
167 fluctuations were collected for 404 distinct WT LHCII trimers,
168 and the time-dependent distribution of all the obtained
169 emission levels is shown in the left panel of Figure 2b as a
170 color-coded two-dimensional fluorescence map. This map
171 reveals that the intensities of the highly emitting states are
172 broadly distributed around the intensity level of ∼160 a. u.,
173 whereas the second much narrower peak at ∼0 a. u. represents
174 nonfluorescing, or quenched, LHCII complexes (if the

175switching to this state was reversible) or, alternatively, the
176complexes being completely bleached (when the switching to
177the dark state was irreversible). Since only those single LHCII
178complexes initially being in their light-emitting conformational
179state were detected, there was a relatively small number of dark
180states detected during the first second. Later on, more
181complexes reversibly switch to the dark state, thus the zero-
182intensity level becomes populated more often. After ∼25 s of
183continuous illumination, the majority of the detected complexes
184were bleached (cf. Figure S1). Only the part of the FL time
185trace prior to photobleaching of each LHCII complex was
186considered in any further analysis.
187In order to compare the statistical properties of the
188fluorescence blinking in different LHCII samples, analogous
189measurements were also performed for LHCII monomers from
190three lutein-deficient mutants mentioned above. The obtained
191results are summarized in Figure 2b and qualitatively resemble
192those collected from the WT LHCII trimers. The most
193apparent difference is the decrease of the mean FL intensity of
194the fluorescing state in all the mutants compared to that in the
195WT samples. This difference becomes even clearer in Figure 2c,
196where the overall distribution of the resolved emission levels is
197demonstrated. Interestingly, FL intensity in the LHCII
198monomers from the mutants does not exhibit a 3-fold drop
199compared to the wild-type LHCII trimers: while in the wild-

Figure 2. Fluorescence measurements in single LHCII complexes. (a) Two representative time traces of the fluorescence intensity fluctuations,
measured for two different wild-type LHCII trimers (0 FL intensity level is set as the mean intensity value of the dark state). Dark step lines
represent resolved intensity levels. (b) Color-coded distribution of the fluorescence intensities at different time delays, measured in WT LHCII
trimers and LHCII monomers from npq1lut2, aba4npq1lut2, and npq2lut2 mutants. These distributions were acquired by collecting fluorescence
time traces similar to those shown in panel (a), obtained from 300−400 (the exact number is indicated in each case) single LHCII complexes. (c)
Total distribution of the resolved fluorescence intensity levels in four different LHCII samples shown in panel b. These distributions are normalized
to unit area. (d) Correlation between the mean fluorescence intensities in the SM spectroscopy measurements, obtained from the FL intensity
distributions shown in panel c, and the mean fluorescence lifetimes in the mentioned samples, obtained from the FL decay kinetics in the solubilized
LHCIIs shown in Figure 1b.
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200 type LHCII complexes the emission intensities of the highly
201 fluorescing states are distributed around 160 a.u., the
202 corresponding peak intensity dropped by ∼ one-quarter in
203 the npq1lut2 and aba4npq1lut2 mutants (115 and 130 a.u.,
204 respectively). This indicates that, under our illumination
205 conditions, the probability to absorb three photons per trimer
206 while all its monomeric subunits are in the high-emitting state,
207 might be rather low (see also Methods), although the
208 possibility for trimeric and monomeric complexes to experience
209 slightly different environments (e.g., they can be differently
210 orientated during their immobilization on the PLL glass
211 coverslip) also cannot be disregarded.
212 Distributions of FL intensities in both these mutants are very
213 similar, again demonstrating that the replacement of the Neo
214 with Vio in the latter one does not significantly change the
215 overall excitation dynamics in LHCII. Meanwhile, in the LHCII
216 monomers from npq2lut2 mutant, the drop in observed FL
217 intensities was even more pronounced and exceeded 45% in
218 these complexes, and the dominating fluorescence intensity
219 decreased down to 85 a.u. In all the mutants, not only the
220 maximum position of the band of the FL intensities of the
221 strongly fluorescing states shifted toward lower intensities
222 (comparing to the WT samples), but also the amplitude of this
223 band (i.e., the number of occurrences of the corresponding FL

224levels) increased, while the width of this band decreased
225accordingly. Interestingly, neither the amplitude nor the width
226of the band corresponding to the nonfluorescing state exhibited
227any differences between different LHCII samples, suggesting
228the same physical origin of the dark state in all the cases.
229Indeed, distribution of intensities around this dark state was
230fitted with a Gaussian function, and its width within the fitting
231error was the same as for the bleached spot intensity
232distributions shown in Figure S1b (20.4 ± 1.9 and 20.6 ±
2330.48 a.u., respectively). By taking an average of the whole
234distribution shown in Figure 2c, including the quenched and
235fluorescing states, the mean fluorescence intensities in different
236samples were calculated. These mean intensities correlate with
237the mean FL lifetimes observed during the bulk measurements,
238as shown in Figure 2d. Thus, we can conclude that the FL
239decay kinetics, reflecting excitation dynamics that occurs within
240the complex on a nanosecond time scale, is strongly related to
241the conformational dynamics of the complex as a single unit,
242taking place on a time scale from milliseconds to several
243seconds.
244All four LHCII samples studied in this work exhibited a very
245broad distribution of the intensity levels of the fluorescing
246states. Thus, several distinct conformational states of the light-
247harvesting complexes, each corresponding to some specific

Figure 3. Correlation between the fluorescence intensity level (vertical axis) and the duration of detected states (horizontal axis). (a) Color-coded
correlation maps, obtained for wild-type LHCII trimers as well as monomeric LHCIIs from the npq1lut2, aba4npq1lut2, and npq2lut2 mutants. The
number of LHCII complexes analyzed and the number of the resolved FL intensity levels is indicated separately in each case. The assignment of the
distinct FL intensity levels to the dark and fluorescing states is indicated with horizontal white dashed lines. (b) Mean durations of various FL
intensity levels in the single LHCII complexes from different samples, obtained from the correlation maps in panel a by averaging them over
horizontal axis. Red arrow indicates a notable drop in the mean duration of the quenched state in the npq2lut2 mutant. (c) Overall mean duration of
the fluorescing and dark states of single LHCII complexes from various samples. (d) The relative probabilities the dark and fluorescing
conformational states of various LHCII samples, obtained by integrating correlation maps in panel a over both vertical and horizontal axes within the
domains separated by the white dashed lines.
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248 dominating fluorescence intensity, might coexist, as suggested
249 previously.25,29 To address this issue and to characterize
250 possible conformational states, we have first evaluated the
251 correlation between each resolved FL intensity level (Fn) and
252 the time duration Δtn that each LHCII complex was fluorescing
253 with that particular intensity before a transition to another
254 intensity level (Fn+1) occurred. The resulting two-dimensional

f3 255 histogram plots are shown in Figure 3a and demonstrate that
256 the wide distribution of the intensities of the active (highly
257 fluorescing) LHCII state in Figure 2c indeed has some intrinsic
258 structure. For example, in the case of WT LHCII species, we
259 can identify at least two distinct fluorescing states: one with the
260 dominating fluorescence intensity around 150 a.u. and another
261 around 230 a.u. The former state is more probable, but its
262 duration on average is shorter. Qualitatively similar correlation
263 pattern is obtained in LHCII mutants, although the dominating
264 fluorescence intensities of the bright states are reduced.
265 Most of the detected FL intensity levels had a duration from
266 several hundreds of milliseconds to ∼3 s, but longer-living
267 states were also observed, in accordance with the well-known
268 power-law distribution.25,26 By averaging the correlation maps
269 in Figure 3a over the horizontal axis, we obtain the mean
270 durations ⟨Δtn(Fn)⟩ of each resolved FL intensity level Fn, as
271 shown in Figure 3b. While the mean duration of the FL
272 intensity levels corresponding to the dark states (those around
273 Fn = 0) in both npq1lut2 and aba4npq1lut2 mutants remain the
274 same as in WT LHCII trimers, those in the npq2lut2 exhibit a
275 notable drop, as indicated by the red arrow in Figure 3b. On
276 average, the dark conformation survives for 2.5 s in both WT
277 trimers and npq1lut2 mutants, its mean duration then decreased
278 to 2.3 s in aba4npq1lut2 and further dropped down to 2.2 s in
279 the npq2lut2 mutant (see Figure 3c). The description of the
280 fluorescing states is complicated by the coexistence of multiple
281 distinct conformations, thus only the mean duration of all these
282 fluorescing conformational states can be reliably evaluated:
283 while being 2.7 s in WT complexes, it decreases by 0.4, 0.1, and
284 0.3 s in npq1lut2, aba4npq1lut2, and npq2lut2, respectively. This
285 results in slightly faster conformational dynamics in all the
286 mutants compared to the wild-type LHCII trimers.
287 Finally, by integrating correlation maps shown in Figure 3a
288 over both vertical and horizontal axes within the domains

289corresponding to the emitting and quenched states and
290separated by the white dashed lines, we can evaluate the
291overall probabilities of fluorescing and dark states, as
292demonstrated in Figure 3d. Counterintuitively, we see the
293stabilization of the fluorescing states (manifesting itself via 57%
294increase in probability) in all the mutants compared to the WT
295samples, despite the fact that the drop in the overall mean FL
296intensity and mean excitation lifetime, observed in the mutants
297and discussed above, would suggest an opposite effect. This
298could indicate that replacement of luteins by either Vio or Zea
299pigments results in more pronounced switching between
300different fluorescing conformational states and, accordingly,
301less frequent “visiting” of the quenched conformation.
302To check this suggestion and to highlight the conformational
303dynamics between different conformational states of the LHCII
304complex, we have also calculated the correlation pattern of the
305intensities of two detected subsequent fluorescence levels (Fn
306and Fn+1). The resulting two-dimensional transition density
307(TD) histogram, describing probabilities of different transitions
308between the detected states (Fn) in the single-molecule
309fluorescence intensity traces from WT trimeric LHCIIs, is
310 f4presented in Figure 4a. This TD map shows a complex
311landscape and further reveals the hidden structure of the main
312emission intensity band. Indeed, we can clearly distinguish
313several cross-peaks corresponding to various transitions
314between different conformational states: one such state is
315readily attributed to the aforementioned dark state (with FL
316intensity around 0 a.u.). However, we can also resolve at least
317three distinct fluorescing states corresponding to the
318fluorescence intensities of ∼100130 a.u., ∼200 a.u., and ∼250
319a.u. (denoted in Figure 4a as FL1, FL2, and FL3, respectively).
320We can also note the asymmetry between different transition
321pathways: the most dominating transition corresponds to the
322conformational switch of the LHCII complex from the dark
323state into FL1 state, whereas the repopulation of the dark state
324occurs from both FL1 and FL2 states. Somewhat less probable
325transitions occur between FL2 and FL1 states as well as FL3
326and FL2 states. Moreover, the elongation of the cross-peaks
327along the main diagonal rather reveals a high level of
328inhomogeneity of FL emission in different single LHCII
329complexes (see also FL time traces in Figure 2a, exhibiting

Figure 4. Transitions between different conformational states. (a) Two-dimensional transition density (TD) histogram plot for WT LHCII trimers,
showing correlation between the mean intensity Fn of nth state (horizontal axis) and the mean intensity Fn+1 of the following (n + 1)th state (vertical
axis). The number of single LHCII trimers and the numbers of the resolved FL intensity levels are indicated at the top. The TD map is normalized to
1, and the color scale on the right indicates the probability of the corresponding transition Fn → Fn+1. The observed cross-peaks correspond to the
conformational switching between different states of LHCII, denoted as “dark”, “FL1”, “FL2” and “FL3” and separated with white dashed lines.
LHCII monomers from the carotenoid mutants exhibit qualitatively similar correlation maps (b−d).
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330 various FL intensities of the fluorescing states for distinct
331 LHCIIs).
332 The corresponding TD maps, obtained for the lutein-
333 deficient LHCII complexes, are shown in Figure 4b−d. Both
334 npq1lut2 and aba4npq1lut2 mutants exhibit very similar
335 transition pattern as the wild-type samples, except for the
336 general drop in FL intensity. However, one can also note more
337 frequent switching between distinct fluorescent states (repre-
338 sented by the increased amplitude of the cross-peaks at Fn ≈
339 200 and Fn+1 ≈ 150 a.u. and vice versa), thus supporting the
340 suggestion made above. This effect is even more pronounced in
341 the case of npq2lut2, shown in Figure 4d. In this mutant, only
342 the emitting state corresponding to the lowest FL intensity is
343 involved in the reversible transitions to/from the quenched
344 state, whereas the conformational states attributed to higher FL
345 intensity participate only in the switching to/from other
346 emitting states.
347 Based on our measurements, several conclusions regarding
348 conformational dynamics of LHCII complexes can be drawn.
349 First of all, the mean fluorescence intensity, observed during the
350 SM measurements and related to protein conformation
351 dynamics, correlates with the time scale of fluorescence decay
352 kinetics, representing excitation energy transfer and relaxation
353 within the complex. Next, SM microscopy revealed a rather
354 high level of heterogeneity of single LHCII complexes and
355 quite complex conformational energy landscape. In particular,
356 besides the quenched state, the coexistence of at least three
357 distinct fluorescing conformational states, attributed to different
358 FL intensity levels and experiencing strongly asymmetric
359 switching between themselves, was revealed. Each such state
360 might correspond to slightly different mutual arrangements of
361 the pigment molecules within the LHCII complex and, as
362 suggested earlier,29 result in different time scales of excitation
363 energy dynamics between the pigment molecules. Therefore,
364 partially quenched, but still fluorescing state(s) might explain
365 any nonexponentiality observed during the time-resolved
366 fluorescence measurements.
367 We have also demonstrated that the replacement of the
368 lutein pigments with either Vio or Zea, preventing the
369 formation of tightly bound trimeric complexes, results in faster
370 conformational dynamics compared to that observed in WT
371 LHCII trimers. This explains why such monomeric pigment−
372 protein complexes are more sensitive to a varying environment
373 such as lumen protons, as was previously observed during the in
374 vitro experiments.34 Meanwhile, the fact that all the samples
375 exhibited fluorescence blinking behavior and the observed
376 properties of the dark conformational state were rather similar
377 regardless of the carotenoid compositions reveals the identical
378 nature of the quenching mechanism in all these LHCII
379 complexes. Our observations suggest that not a particular
380 carotenoid but rather a carotenoid that is bound to a specific
381 binding locus acts as quenchers. Hence, the variability of LHCII
382 carotenoid types is less critical than their environment. This
383 result indirectly supports the model of incoherent excitation
384 energy transfer from Chl molecule to the optically dark short-
385 lived S1 state of the available carotenoid.

8 Indeed, the coherent
386 mixing of the Car and Chl excitonic states or, alternatively, the
387 formation of the Car−Chl charge-transfer state would be very
388 sensitive to the exact position of the Car S1 energy level (with
389 respect to the site energies of the nearby chlorophylls) and
390 therefore would lead to different results in different samples.
391 On the other hand, very broad density-of-states distribution of
392 the Car S1 transition results in very weak effect of both the Car

393S1 site energy and small variations in the ChlCar couplings
394(expected to take place in our different samples with various
395carotenoid composition) on the rate of the incoherent Chl →
396Car excitation transfer.35,36

397Nevertheless, the carotenoid composition does have some
398effect on the conformational switching of the LHCII complex
399between different emitting states. That is not surprising since
400carotenoids are essential structural elements of the light-
401harvesting complexes and, as such, they can affect the overall
402structure that, in its turn, influences the blinking behavior.
403However, transition density patterns, shown in Figure 4, reveal
404that the replacement of the luteins with Vio in both npq1lut2
405and aba4npq1lut2 mutants results in very subtle structural
406variations that do not change the overall conformational
407dynamics of the LHCII monomer, but makes switching
408between the strongly and moderately fluorescing states more
409probable than in the WT samples. As a result, we observe
410somewhat smaller mean fluorescence intensity (Figure 2c) and
411slightly faster excitation decay kinetics (Figure 1b). Very similar
412results, obtained for both these mutants, also confirm that the
413Neo binding site in the Chl b-rich peripheral side participates
414neither in fluorescence quenching nor in the conformational
415dynamics of the pigment protein complex as a whole. On the
416other hand, the npq2lut2 LHCII monomers, containing Zea as
417the only carotenoid, demonstrated even more pronounced
418switching between fluorescing and partially quenched states,
419which is in line with the observed nonexponentiality in
420fluorescence decay kinetics. The qualitative differences,
421observed for this mutant both in the bulk measurements (see
422Figure 1b) and by means of single-molecule microscopy (see
423Figures 3b and 4d), suggest that (at lest in this mutant) the
424mentioned partially quenching state cannot be simply the result
425of very fast switching between the fully quenched and
426fluorescing conformations, occurring within the binning time.
427Rather, some additional factors should be involved. The
428physical origin of this partially quenched conformational state
429could be related to the formation of Chl−Zea charge transfer
430state; the signatures of the presence of a Zea+ radical cation
431were indeed observed earlier in the Zea-enriched photo-
432synthetic antenna.6,21 All these properties again demonstrate
433very flexible and highly adaptable self-regulation of plants, in
434general capable to dissipate the excess excitation energy using
435any carotenoids available and, if needed, also being prone to
436further fine-tuning by utilizing xanthophyll cycle to produce
437Zea and the corresponding partially quenched conformational
438state of the protein scaffold.

439■ METHODS
440Sample Preparation. Unstacked thylakoids were prepared from
441100 g of dark-adapted Arabidopsis thaliana leaves with the
442midrib removed. Leaves were homogenized in 300 mL of icy
443grinding medium (0.33 Msorbitol, 10 mM Na4P2O7·H2O and
444130 mg D-iso-ascorbate; pH 6.5) and the homogenate filtered
445through a bilayer of muslin cloth, followed by a secondary
446filtration through four layers of muslin interlaid with cotton
447wool. Thylakoids were then centrifuged (4000 × g) for 10 min
448and the pellet gently resuspended in washing medium (0.33 M
449sorbitol and 10 mM MED) before additional centrifugation.
450The pellet was then resuspended in resuspension medium (0.33
451M sorbitol, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM HEPES; pH 7.6) and
452osmotically shocked by mixing in 50 mL of break medium (10
453mM HEPES; pH 7.6). After 30 s, osmotic potential was
454returned to normal with the addition of 50 mL of osmoticum
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455 medium (0.66 M sorbitol, 40 mM MES; pH 6.5) and
456 thylakoids centrifuged (4000 × g) for 10 min. The final pellet
457 was resuspended in resuspension medium, and aliquots were
458 frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen. The major LHCII
459 complex was isolated from unstacked Arabidopsis thaliana
460 thylakoids using isoelectric focusing.37 The protein band
461 corresponding to LHCII was collected and eluted in elution
462 buffer containing 0.01% n-dodecyl β-D-maltoside (∼200 μM),
463 then followed by size exclusion purification to remove
464 ampholites (PD-10 columns, GE Healthcare). Aliquots of
465 LHCII prepared at the same concentration (OD = 6) were
466 immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for later use in
467 fluorescence analyses. While studying WT samples, we
468 preferred not to use any additional artificial treatments of the
469 isolated trimeric LHCII complexes, such as phospholipase,
470 which is crucial for the monomerization of the trimers. Hence,
471 we can compare the conformational dynamics in the naturally
472 occurring WT LHCII trimers with that in the naturally
473 occurring monomers of the mutant plants.
474 Streak Camera Measurements. Time-resolved fluorescence
475 dynamics of the samples were measured by means of
476 Hamamatsu C5680 streak camera with M5677 single-sweep
477 module coupled to a spectrometer. Femtosecond Yb:KGW
478 oscillator (Pharos, Light Conversion Ltd.) with a frequency
479 doubler (HIRO, Light Conversion Ltd.) producing 515 nm
480 sub-100 fs pulses at a 76 MHz repetition rate was employed,
481 and a pulse picker was used to reduce the repetition rate to 20
482 kHz for nanosecond time scales. The beam was attenuated
483 down to about 100 pJ per pulse and focused into about 100 μm
484 spot on the sample. No intensity dependence was observed
485 when increasing the pulse energies by an order of magnitude or
486 during the measurement process. The temporal resolution of
487 the whole system was ∼100 ps. All the measurements were
488 performed at 273 K in a fused silica cell of 0.1 mm optical path.
489 The obtained fluorescence decay kinetics, shown in Figure 1b,
490 were independent of the detection wavelength (see Figure S2
491 for details).
492 Single-Molecule Microscopy Measurements. Buf fer Solution:
493 Buffer 1:10 mM Hepes (>99.5 Buffer grade, Carl-Roth Art.-
494 Nr: HN07.1), 1 mM MgCl2 (>99 Cell pure, Carl-Roth Art.-Nr:
495 HN78.2), 0.03% w/v Ÿ-DM (Lauryl-β-D-maltoside, > 99% for
496 biochemistry, Art. CN26.2), pH = 7.8
497 Cleaning of Coverslips: Glass coverslips (Menzel-glaser #1.5)
498 were placed in a staining jar and rinsed 3 times with ultrapure
499 water (LaboStar, Siemens). Water was exchanged with 1%
500 Alconox detergent solution (Alconox powdered precision
501 cleaner) and the jar sonicated for 10 min (Ultrasonic Cleaning
502 Unit RK 102H, Bandelin). Detergent solution was discarded
503 from the jar and rinsed four times with ultrapure water. Water
504 was exchanged with isopropanol (2-propanol ≥99.5%,
505 art.no.:9866.6 Carl-Roth). Isopropanol was discarded, and the
506 jar with coverslips was vacuumed in the plasma machine (PDC-
507 002, Harric plasma) for 20 min, then plasma etched at ∼400
508 mTorr pressure using maximal power for 5 min.
509 Surface Modif ication of Coverslips and Flow Cell Assembling:
510 Clean glass coverslips were incubated with 0.01% of PLL
511 (P4707 Sigma) for 10 min, then rinsed with Milli-Q, dried and
512 assembled into the flow cell (sticky-slide VI 0.4, 80608, IBIDI)
513 with the PLL modified side facing the sticky slide. Tubings were
514 inserted into the inlet and outlet port of the cell and channel
515 was filled with buffer1.
516 LHCII Immobilization and Imaging: 1.5e+05 diluted LHCII
517 (2 μg/mL) dissolved in buffer1 were injected into the flow cell

518channel and incubated for 3 min. 300 μL of the buffer1 was
519injected to wash out the excess of unbound LHCII. For
520microscopy 100 μL of buffer1 containing 15 units/ml glucose
521oxidase (from Aspergillus niger, G6125, Sigma-aldrich), 1%
522glucose (Ÿ-D-Glucose, G0047,TCI AMERICA). Measurements
523were performed at 23 °C.
524SM TIRF Microscopy: The SM fluorescence microscopy setup
525used in this study was essentially the same as described
526previously except for a few important improvements.38 All the
527dichroic mirrors in the setup were replaced with 2 mm thick
528TIRF flat parts glued in metal filter cubes (91032, Chroma).
529The 635 nm continuous-wave laser beam is expanded 66x. The
530laser beam was reflected off and the resulting fluorescence was
531transmitted through a zt532/635rps-XT (Chroma) dual-band
532dichroic mirror. The excitation light was filtered off by a
533quadruple-band interference filter FF01-446/510/581/703
534(Semrock). The fluorescence image was split into two spectral
535components by T640lpxr-UF2 (Chroma) dichroic mirror. The
536635 nm excitation intensity behind the objective was 0.6 mW
537and exposure time was 30 ms. In TIRF microscopy, light beam
538after passing the objective enters the sample with the high angle
539of incidence, so that at the interface of the regions with two
540different refractive indexes the evanescence field is generating,
541and technically it is difficult to measure its exact intensity.39

542However, according to our estimations, it should be far less
543than 1 W/cm2, which corresponds to less than ∼3 × 1018

544photons per second per cm2. Hence taking into account the
545mean absorption cross-section of the LHCII trimer, σ = 1.4 ×
54610−15 cm2,31 we conclude that the absorption rate should not
547exceed ∼4500 photons per second per LHCII trimer.
548In the EM-CCD camera used in this work, one detected
549photon corresponds to ∼34 counts. The signal intensity
550(denoted in this work with a.u.) represents the amplitude of the
5512D Gaussian fit, whose width was held constant and on average
552was equal to s = 1.33 pixels for all the detected spots. Therefore,
553one detected photon corresponds to the 34/(2πs2) a.u. = 3 a.u.
554Data Analysis: All data analysis procedures were performed
555and graphs prepared in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics) program using
556a custom written analysis package (available upon direct request
557to the author or under the link: http://www.igorexchange.com/
558project/TEA_MT). To detect immobilized LHCII, fluorescent
559spots were detected in images acquired using 635 nm laser. To
560make this detection more reliable, several frames from the
561beginning of the image series were averaged. From this
562averaged image a filtered image, enhancing the fluorescent
563spots, was generated and converted into a fluorescent spot
564probability image.40 Spots having the probability above the
565manually defined value were fitted to the 2D symmetrical
566Gaussian to extract precise center position and width. Spots
567having higher than manually defined fitting error and center
568positions closer than 3 pixels were rejected. Intensity-versus-
569time dependency was extracted for all accepted spots from the
570series of images acquired at 635 nm excitation using 2D
571symmetrical Gaussian fit (center position and width was held
572constant). SM intensity was expressed by an amplitude of the
5732D Gaussian fit. When LHCII switches into the dark state or
574bleaches out, the intensity of the local background becomes
575similar or sometimes even higher than in the center of the
576previously fluorescing spot. Therefore, sometimes intensity that
577we record becomes negative (i.e., the amplitude of the 2D
578Gaussian becomes less than 0). Hence in Figures 2−4, the 0
579a.u. level can be treated as the mean intensity of the dark state.
580Finally, manual check and selection of those signals showing
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581 characteristic single-molecule features (typical single-molecule
582 fluorescence intensity and a single bleaching step) was
583 performed. Only that selected data was used to make plots.
584 SM fluorescence intensity traces were idealized using a custom-
585 made intensity change point (ICP) detection algorithm without
586 clustering. This algorithm is similar to a previously published
587 method,25 except that amplitude of the ICP is a constant and
588 predefined by the user. Basically, it scans a trace point-by-point
589 with an 8 point window, takes an average of the first 4 points
590 and the last 4 points within the window and calculates a step
591 amplitude (the difference between the averages) that is then
592 compared with some threshold value. The latter was found
593 empirically by testing different numerical values. Value of 40
594 a.u. for WT LHCII was high enough not to find any steps in the
595 bleached part of the signal and low enough not to miss any
596 significant steps in the active part of the signal. Next, we
597 calculated step amplitude thresholds for mutant samples by
598 multiplying the step amplitude of WT LHCII with a ratio
599 between mean fluorescence intensity of WT and each of the
600 mutant samples (Figure 2d). For example, for the npq1lut2 and
601 aba4npq1lut2 mutants, 40/(125/110) = 35 a.u., and for
602 npq2lut2, 40/(125/80) = 25 a.u. In the case where the step
603 amplitude is higher than this threshold value, the center
604 position of this window is recorded as a putative ICP. To be
605 accepted, an ICP has to fulfill the criteria for the durations and
606 slopes of the states it separates. Both states have to be not
607 shorter than half of the scanning window length. The sum of
608 the absolute slope values of the line fits of the states has to be
609 smaller than a set value of 10.
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